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Boyer, has communicated the following in
Conditions— gl 50 per annum, if paid in the
teresting facts concerning a people denomin
course of the year. And no papers discontinued until
THS
PRBSXDENdr, ZTO. XE.
ated
the
mountaineers
of
Hayti
The matter in
. -.
cement is 8uperiOr
all arrearages are paid.
“ They are a secluded people, devoted to Rejected by the Editor of.the Columbian Star,
because
in favor of Mr. Mams I
>f the kind. I think it S'
peace, and the simplest modes of life. When
the island is in peace, they come down Irom To the Editor of the Columbian $tar.
iacitiesof children, and j
lend it to the patronage1
the heights of the mountains and cultivate
In my former number I took into considera
From the American Baptist Magazine.
their little lots on its sides, or wander in the tion the first reason offered by your correspondent,
sloping forests ; and sometimes, though very ' “ Old
^iu York,” for prefering Mr. Crawford as a
Un the pleasures of public worship. seidrnn, and in a few numbers, enter the lai-ge j candidate
rnf Receptor
candidate for tho Presidency ; and in that com
■ Kennebunk.
11 8 How amiable are thy tabernacles, O Lord of Hosts I”
market towns of the island. They raise munication,
municatiOL, have
:
established the fact, that Mr.
nd careful examination J!
.... (as
v___represented
r_________by
z_____
« Sabbath and sanctuary privileges,” are among cotton which.they manufacture into coarse j Crawford1 L
is not
Old York) a
illing Book, its methJ
the most valuable blessings which the Christian en- cloth for their own u«e, also coffee and veg- ; man of “ coolness, deliberation and excellent temhonzemem saying,
jj joys. They cheer and animate his soul, and in- etables enough for their own consumption; 1 per ;” but irritable, precipitate, and revengeful. —
ell calculated to facilitaJ spire him with fresh confidence and zeal. How
but very seldom carry on at?y trade, or offer ; It is my design in this number, briefly to notice
tn as any book of the kindj refreshing is the Sabbath to the weary Christian,
any of their productions for sale. On anyJi| ’his second reason, viz.
rsant, and as such I cog J afler a week of restless anxiety, toil, and labor !
alarm of war they immediately retire to their J “I prefer him for his republican manners, and
be patronage of the public, ' i
relieves his mind from the cares and fatigues of
caves and glens in the heights of the moun- i benevolent and social disposition.”
I. W. BOURj? tj the
the world, and he enjoys, for a season, uninterrupThat “ republican manners” are essential to the
tains, and are no more seen till the peace is
y 21, 1824.
J- ted peace and
anj tranquility. Every earthly object is
restored. What their numbers are is not character of a good President of a republican peo
an Spelling Book, is J banished from his mind, and the glories of the eterple, is no doubt a fact ; and it is not therefore
ul at the Book Stores of Ji(lL ual world rise in prospect before him! Auspicious known. They have no letters nor education, strange that any one, professing himself a repub
speak a language peculiar to them though it lican, should prefer a man of this description, to
mebunk ; Isaac Adams, E day ! “ the best of all the seven.” Thou art ever
Poole, Portland ; Parkerd w..».
charming,
ever lovely.
.
“71“----- Tthy ap is evidently of French origin in part. They him whose manners are aristocratic, and whose
......
____ j- I will
welcome
William M. Ladd, A»
Am| proach, and enter upon thy duties with joy and de are whites in complexion, their hair also general deportment indicates hostility to republi, Watterville ; and by’hll light. . Let the world spend this sacred day as white, but wooly as the Africans. They are can principles—This might be a very good reaison
ill.
•
I ' they please, “ as for me, I will devote it to the but little known, as they take no part in the
for preferring Mr. Crawford, were it a fact that
Lord.” Gladly will I enter the courts of zion transactions of government; and seem only he is the only man among all the candidates who
and join in the worship of the Most High Inesti to be solicitous to live separate from the rest has claims to this character.—If Mr. Crawford is
mable privilege ! I would not exchange it for all of mankind, unknown and unacquainted with remarkable for his “ republican manners,” I confess freely that I am ignorant of the fact.—We
the wealth and honor of which the world can boast. the world.”

JAMES K. REMICH.

In this delightful service would I spend my days,
and employ my latest breath.
A day spent in thy
house,” O Lord, “ is better than a thousand” else
where.
But why am Iso passionately fond of the Tem
ple of the Lord ? Why do I approach it with
such feelings of holy joy, and leave it with so much
noted Itch Ointment
1 reluctance ? Is it from any principles of religion I
test of all other ointMljj possess ? Or is it owing to an attachment to a
been sold at fifty cents per ¿si beloved pastor, whose touching eloquence and ve
rty seven and a half.
II
hement fervour
export’s BILIOUS PILLS,
“ Warms the passions, and proselytes the heart ?”
se Pills have been offend Ml |
I see others, who are esteemed for their virtue
f them have exceeded the i ,
ons of the proprietor, which | and religion, manifesting almost a total indifference
ed an acknowledgment A to services of the house of God. And while I am
fitting in “ breathless silence,” with a heart “ burn
r of the above is kept io I ing wiihin me,” feasting upon the luxuries of an
LIE—in Kennebunk-Port H f
intellectual banquet, they remain dispassionate and
n Wells by N. Morrill-in |
ufts—by the Druggist tn Peri i unmoved, and perhaps either carlessly gazing upon
by some persons in the prina . the audience, or indulging in a quiet slumber.
to Georgia.
roN’s well known JAUNDi I
FEELING AND FORTITUDE.
The man blessed with a feeling heart, yet depri
e as above.
rcb r, 1823.
ved of a firm mind, like the precious, but pliant
full eared corn, bends at every pressure, is the sport
of every breath; the callous hearted man, whatever
PTIC PILLS, prepared by M I he his mental powers resembles the collossal mar
ble
column ; we admire its strength and shape ;
5.—An approved remedy for Dj |
estion, Habitual Cositivere,» I but from its cold touch and shelterless capital, we
turn to the leafy bower, and to the warm cottage.
wn that Dyspeptia is oneefj | He alone is perfect in his nature, whose energies
iseases of our country. M |; of mind are tempered’with the softer feelings; he
icated in different patients m | then receives uncorrupted, the sum of prosperity ;
' which the most remarkablefrl I
and though often exposed to, is never borne down
the bowels, obstinate cosirt I
by the blats of adverse fortune ; he bears about
ily called nervous or sick I®
: eyes and skin, acidity ohM [ him, for himself and others every flower that sweet
ens the path of life—Every fruit that invigorates,
often called heart burn, flaw
omacb, bitter taste in the WW . him cheerflly.
id breath, drowsiness after
, emaciation, depression of
I
No man ever prospered in the world without
the consent and co operation of his wife . If she
inected with indigestion »H
’ • unites in mutual endeavors, or rewards his labor
inly and speedily removed
|
- with an endearing smile, with what perseverance
d with any of the above sW] ■ I does he apply to his vocation ; with what confidence
he Anti-Dyspeptic Pills < J | will he resort to his merchandize or farm ; fly
leir attention, and entitled
over land ; sail on the seas; meet difficulty and
encounter danger if he knows he is not spending
his strength in vain, but that his labor will be re
warded by the sweets of home. Solitude and dis
I
appointment enter into the history of every man’s
*3____ J
• life ; and that he is but half provided for his voy, age, who finds but an associate for happy hours,
while for his months of darkness and distress no
sympathising partner is prepared.
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ie mstructer, and the n
k A ^serves, anddjj’ «'
nssionmtqour school, M

The Females belonging to the congregation of
the Rev. Gideon Cook, Sanford, have generous
ly contributed the sum of ten dollars, to consti
tute their Pastor a member for life, of the York
Baptist Domestic Missionary Society.
The necessity of more general exertions to ena
ble our Missionary Societies to prosecute their
benevolent labors, is strongly felt- It is ardently
hoped that the example of our worthy sisters of
Sanford, will be universally followed. In this way
the cause of missions is promoted ; the regard of
the givers for their ministers is exhibited ; and the
minister is placed in a situation of aiding in the
■councils of die Society. And this without an
annual tax on his little income ; and the door is
still open for any,gratuitous contributions he may
find himself able to give. It would seem that
money can never be expended at such treble pro
fit. Let female societies recollect, that when
they present their annual contributions, its value
maybe more than doubled, by making their min
isters life members of the societies to which they
present their money.

DECEMBER 6th, 1804.

Sir—In your last publication, you assure
me, that you are not restricted to the mode
of warfare hitherto pursued. My friend,
Colonel Flournoy, is therefore authorized,
on my part to make the necessary arrange
ments.
WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD.
General Clark.
DECEMBER 6th, 1804.

Sir—Your challenge of this morning, by
Colonel Flournoy is received and accepted.
My friend, Captain Cobb, wilt adjust and
settle with him the necessary preliminaries.
JOHN CLARK.
William H. Crawford, Esq.
The time appointed for the duel Was in,
January, several weeks after the challenge
,was given and accepted. In the course of
the correspondence between the seconds, as
to the time and place of meeting, Mr. Craw
j
ford’s second held the following language :
—“ I must intreat that the time shall be made
more certain—1 beg you to fix upon the
’day, as Mr. Crawford will meet the General
1at any time ! I” Mr. C. was not, however,
permitted to engage in the unhappy affair,”
|| which he had projected with so much appaII rent deliberation, and which he seemed im|j patient to consummate. The Executive of
,, Georgia interfered, and an adjustment was
jj effected, through the agency of a Court of
> Honour—whose award was acceded to by the
are sometimes told by the partizans of Mr. Craw- !I parties. It is worthy of remark, that the
EFFECTUAL CURE FOR THE BOTTS. ford that he is very plain, and “ republican” in Memoir, published in the Patriot, is entirely
To the Editor of the American Farmer,
his deportment ; and at other times, it is said, he silent respecting this premediated duel, the
Sir,—In the American Farmer I have read , is remarkably polished, polite and elegant in his challenge to which was given by Mr. (’. on
with interest, several remedies for the botts. It > manners.—Indeed they are continually varying in ly two years after be had killed Van Allen,
is certainly desirable, if possible to obtain some ! their representations of his character.—If a plain, an event « hich the Memoir states he has nevspecific, which may be relied on, to expel those ter ■ rough, uncouth republican is wanted for Presi- I er ceased to deplore.
rible insects when actually formed in the stomach 1 dent ; Mr. Crawford is that man. say his parliIn the year 1806, General Clark, as will
as well as to prevent their formation As one of ‘ zans—On the contrary, if a man of uncommon be seen by the following correspondence,
your correspondents observe there is no doubt that I affability, of a “ social disposition” and courtly
challenged Mr. Crawford, who lost no time
salt exhibited weekly in the food of horses would 1 address is required, according to his friends, Mr.
in signifying his readiness to engage in anoth
assist as a preventative ; and so will salt petre and ; Crawford is the very man for President—so that
*
assafeetida occasionally administered.----- Currying * Mr. Crawford’s manners like his principles, are er «• unhappy affair ”
Louisville, December 2d, 1806.
and cleaning the hair of the horse is necessary not I “ fashioned to the varying hour,”—The real truth
The
various
injuries
I
have
received
from
only for the good appearance, but also for the gen | is, no confidence ought to be placedin the stateeral health of our favorite animal.
i ment of “ Old York” relating to Mr, Crawford’s you, make it necessary for me to call on you
Of all the remedies 1 have used and seen used “ manners” for the reason that sb many different for the satisfaction usually afforded in simi
to exo**! the botts, fish. brine
is decidedly
____ ___
, the most ¡representations on die subject, are exhibited by lar cases. My friend, Mr. Forsyth, is au
thorized to make the necessary arrange
have- saved several valuable ,
friends.
efficacious and sure. II —
horses after they were actually stretched on the •
Suppose, for argument sake, that Mr. Craw ments on my part. With due respect, 1 am,
ground apparently in the last agonies.
| ford is republican in his manners,—What then ? Sir, your humble servant,
Let a quart of salt fish brine be administered at 1 does it follow that the other candidates for the
JOHN CLARK.
once ; and the dose be repeated in an hour after- |
wards,unless previously there be symptomsof relief. ■
The medicine will show its effects pn copious dis- !
charges from the relieved animal, which will beac- j
companied by quantities of dead botts. He will
notouly be relieved, but will be improved in his 1
health and condition. It is to be observed, by the !
by, that all owners of horses would do well ^o give j
them occaioally in their food, and sometimes in !
draught, small quantities of fish brine.
E. H. CUMMINS.
1

Presidency are not also men of “ republican man
ners.” ? Because Mr. Crawford professes this
character, is it a matter of course that Mr. Adams
does not ?—By no means.” Mr. Adams is, (to
use the language of the editor of the Providence
Journal) one of the plainest and most accessible ,;
men in the country—as friendly to the body of
the people—as little under the influence of “ari
stocracy” (a cant word, most vilely perverted by
the political jockies of the day) as wholly untinc
tured by foreign manners as the plainest farmer
■among us.”—Mr. Adams is by some considered
too plain, and too republican in his manners, and
J man who forgot his own name.
It is a fact known to many persons in this as manifesting too much disregard to a courtly
__ __ j
_________
.
address ; but these complaints proceed only from
city, that
some
years zsince,w a highJyjrespectable and well educ ated citizen of a Southern ; those who are notorious for their opposition to the
city, called at our Post Office and said, “ have ; present Administration, and distinguished as poliyouVot any letters for me ?” “ What is your deal Jesuits, or from their humble sattelites, who

Louisville, December 2d, 1806.
Sir—Your challenge of this day is a< cepfo
ed, and my friend, Captain Moore, will on
my part make the necessary arrangements.
1 am, Sir, with respect, vour humble servant,
WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD.
General John Clark.
The parties met, according to agreement,
on the 16th of December, 1806—and at the
first fire Mr. Crawfbrd received a wound in
his left wrist. The contest then terminated.
In connexion with the particulars of Mr.
Crawford’s private history, it should also be
stated that he was the bearer of the challenge
from Tait to Van Allen—and in consequence
of this honourable agency, he at last became,
in lieu of his friend, a principal in the con
name,
sir ??”
the clerk.
name, sir
” said
said the
clerk. The gentleman are employed on purpose to retail these fictions.— test which terminated in the death of Van Al
raised ....
his Lil
left finger
?. o to his nose, looked grave ■ Mr. Adams is just so far republican in his man- len, with whom, according to the Memoir in
. .1 „_:.t ir i
vn.i dirprtlv.” and ' £iers>as comports with republican honesty and mand
said—“ 1 will tall
tell you
directly,
the Patriot,« Mr. C. never had had a 'word
turned on hig heel out of the office. A few
.< ■. . dependence,
■ .
- and no farther.—He disdains to
_____ ■ ’- - 1—Js, “ and smile, and bow, and flat- of difference !”
yards from the Post Office he met a friend
;
In view of these facts, who vi ill say that
_____' teY, and promise,” those wretches, who, for the
who said, “How do you do, Mr.——t hope of office, would sell their country, merely to Mr Crawford ought not to be the Chief Ma
“ That’s it,” said the gentleman, and returnn„Ort.
1
: SU
--------*■ —-If
he cannot ascend the gistrate of “ a moral and religious people ?”
ed to the office, told bis name, and obtained .: nrcsideotial
chP?r by t
presidential chair by the free and unbiassed will
After reading this correspondence, will it
his letters.
----Rhil. Press. i of the people, he would rather retire to private be contended by any moral or religious per
A FACT.
’ life.
son, that Mr. Crawford is a man of a “ so
A Dandy, having unfortunately caught himself
“ Old York” alludes to Mr. Crawford’s “ so cial and benevolent disposition.” ? I think
on fire, when going to bed at an inn a concourse cial and benevolent disposition.”—Perhaps an ac
not.
CATO.
of attendants on hearing his cries rushed into the
count of Mr. Crawford’s three duels would afford
room. Tee fire having been quelled without as suitable a comment on this subject as could be
much ado, how it happened was the general ques presented. I shall therefore conclude this num
tion. “ Why,” replied the youth, “ I was just ber by refering my readers to the following state
taking a last peep at the glass, when some how or ment of the several “ affairs of honour" in which
other the flame of the candle communicated with Mr.’Crawford’ has been engaged, copied from the
the ornaments of may night cap."
i Rhede Island American :—

BURNT CORK.

The season has returned when Millions
complaints and disorders arising from debili
ty (which always affect the stomach) period
ically make their ravages on human life. Let
parents especially remember the remedy,
and make a timely application of carbon of
cork. There is nothing more hartuless. It
may be given to an infant, only observing
that it be thoroughly burnt. Pour a tea
spoon full of brandy on a cork thus prepared,
and mash it well with loaf sugar and a little
nutmeg, or peppermint essence, and water.

—
From the Providence American.
MEXICO.
WILLIAM H. CRaWFORD.
Tapers from the city of Mexico to June
16th, have been received at Philadelphia,
_In the
_ .year 1802,, Mr. Crawford, the Cauwhich confirm the former accounts of the ’ cus Candidate for the Presidency, fought a
existence and detection of the conspiracy in duel with Mr. Peter Van Alien, at that time
favour of Iturbide. ¿Twenty-two conspira- Solicitor General of the State of Georgia,
tors were taken by the soldiery, while in con- rpWo shots were exchanged, and on the se
clave at the house of one of the party, and COnd, i‘r. Van Allen was killed by Mr.
their correspondence and all their papers Crawford ! These facts are stated in the MeA roguish boy stole the glasses from his
seized. The official papers were headed ’ moir of Mr. C. written by one of his Georgia
“ God, Independence, and the Hero of Igua- friends, and published in the Providence Pa grandfather’s spectacles, and when the old
i
gentleman
put them on—finding he could not
ia.” A woman acted as secretary. On the ? (riot of July 17. This dud, in the tolerant
entrance of the soldiers she tore irom one of ‘ language of the Memoir, is termed “ an un- » see, he exclaimed, “ Marcy on me, I’ve lost
ihe papers the sign-manual ofber husband, hUppy ¡iffair, which Mr. Cranford has never ' my sight!” but thinking the impediment to
who was not present, and swallowed it in or- ceased to deplore.” In the year 1804, how- i vision might be the dirtiness of the glasses—
der to destroy the evidence against him. ever, Mr. Crawford has so far recovered took them off to wipe them—when not feeling
Two of them had been sentenced to death, from this grief occasioned by the event of his them, be, still mote frightened, cried out,
one to loss of rank and five years exile, and contest with Van Allen, as to send the follow, « Why, what’s come now ? why I have lost
the remainder to perpetual banishment.
! jng challenge to General Clark, whicb it my feeling too
wV. K Statesman. I

G1ZETTE'
ffimmtinicatiotw.
Mr. Remich,
I am happy to find, that there was no founda
tion for the apprehension, expressed in my last
communication, that our good friend Ossipee, was
about to retreat from the contest. Perhaps his
abundant mercy, so strikingly disptayad in his
first communication, might have induced him, to
be more lenient from the consideration, that in
the course of that week we had been attacked
from another quarter, by an enemy whose^operatibns were more distructive, and whom to resist,
required the exercise of all our physical and moral
energies. If this was his motive for forbearance,
it is certainly indicative of a generous and noble
soul. But he is again arming for the conflict,
and it stands us in hand to be prepared to shield
ourselves from, or to endeavour, to repel his
thrusts, every one of which will probably be aim
ed with a full determination to inflict the mortal
wound on our cause.
But although this gentleman has withdrawn as
he says for but a short period, for the purpose of
recruiting, or of granting to us a slight respite, (or
probably for the purpose of making another cal
culation about the centre of population, or again to
look over the bills of their Court House and Fire
Proof) his place is not left unfilled. A host of
scriblers, with him of Alfred at their head, has
rushed in to supply the temporary vacancy. But
they seem to be driven on with such a wild and
infuriated zeal, uncontrolled by any thing like
caution, prudence or order, that the people of Ken
nebunk, have nothing to fear from their attacks
We have had but a slight glimpse at the last
Alfred Star. And we cannot but regret that a
luminary, on which eleven states of the union are
dependent for light, should have become so ex
ceedingly dim. We could not but feel a deep
mortification, that our lines had fallen to us in
these places, if the contents of this paper were to
go forth into eleven states, as a specimen of our
“ religion, science and nationalityWe know not
that we have ever witnessed in any public print',
such a farago of bilingsgate, such a tofal disre
gard of every thing like decency, in the matter in
tended to apply to the court question. Disgust
ing as it is, we have waded,through it, and have
found not even the shadow of an argument in fa
vour of the location at Alfred, or against the lo
cation at Kennebunk. All which we have said on
this subject remains unanswered ; and we deem it
altogether unnecessary to notice any thing which
is foreign to our object. We have been and shall
continue to be, careful to avoid any thing, which
does not have a direct bearing on the subject in
controversy, and more especially, such things as
do not approach somewhere near the line of
truth.

in the observations heretofore mads on the
Uoqri question, it has ever been very far
from my intention, to slander our neighbours
of Alfred. My sole object has ever been,
since the commencement of this controversy,
to state facts, ami to deduce Jrom them such
conclusions, as seemed naturally to result,
and such as appeared to have a direct bear
ing on this subject, and ought therefore to
have an influence with the public, in their
deliberations on this important question. I
am aware that slander on any occasion, is but
ill calculated to gain friend^ to the slanderer
or to the cause which he advocates. If any
thing therefore has escaped me, or should
hereafter appear in the course of my remarks,
which is not warranted by fact, I hope that
the gentlemen will manifest so much candour,
as to treat it as “ an error of the head and
not of the heart.” But as our sole object in
every thing which we have said, has been,
and will be in every thing which we have to
say, to throw some feeble light on this sub
ject, and to lead to what we conceive to be a
correct decision, we shall not hesitate, through
fear of being denominated slanderers, to state
what wc know to be facts, and what the pub
lic weal requires should not be kept back.
The gentleman have heretofore urged it as
a reason why the. courts should not be located
in Kennebunk, that their own interests must
suffer greatly should they now be removed
from Alfred. They have built houses and
planted vineyards and laid out extensive
plans for futurity ; and they have appealed
very pathetically to the good people of this
county, against a measure, fraught with so
much injwy to their property,-which threat
ens
blight all their future prospects, and
even to involve some of them in “ a total ru
in.” We are conscious 'that such appeals
are calculated to make a deep and lasting
impression on (he humane and philanthropic
mind. And indeed a sympathy for our fel
low travellers through , this world of woe,
and a disposition to afford them every aid in
our power, during their, sojourning here, is
not origin the highest degree commendable,
but imperiously required of every being en
dowed with a rational soul. But our sym
pathy and charity should always be under
the direction of reason, our feelings should
never be suffered to gain the ascendency, over
our judgment. It sometimes happens, and
we have reason to lament it, that our fellow
beings so deviate from the path of rectitude,
and pursue such a course of conduct, as to
debar themselves from all claim to commiser
ation. And what has been the course adopt
ed by the penpie of Alfred in relation to this
matter of the location of the courts from the
period of its first agitation in 1821 ? lias it

been upright ? Has it been consistent ? Has a single feature of reason oi%common sense.
it been honourable ? Has it been firm am! But absurd and irrational as such an idea is,
independent ? Has it been by a wise, honest, no less' thauTour of these gentlemen of Alfred
prudent, antNln wavering procedure on their have been engaged during the last fort nigh’
part, that the present crisis has been brought in the towns of Elliot and Kittery, hi cn
about ? No. A low, cunning, temporizing deayouring to convince the inhabitants o:
and vacilating policy, has marked their those towns, that it is in their power, by cast
whole movements, db initio. A policy, which ing a neutral vote, to cuhlmué the courts at
has led them to seek the accomplishment of York ; although these sons of intrigue are.
their present purposes, even with the sacri all the while, fully persuaded in their own
fice of all that is honourable, all that is valu minds, that the cast of the die on that day, will
able in the view of a highminded and virtu fix the courts either at Alfred or Kennebunk.
But as was observed by one of the advocates
ous people.
in the year 1821, a petition was drawn up of the report of the famous Brunswick Con
in the town of Alfred, in which was set forth vention, in which even the. arithmetical pow
in the strongest colours, the grievances to ers of Zerah Colburn were cast into the
which this county had long been subjected, shade, that « conscience had nothing to do
by the location of a portion of our courts, in with itso probably these gentlemen now
a part of the county, distant from the main flatter themselves, that no means are dishon
body of the people. The heavy expense a- ourable, if their end be attained. That pro
rising from the travel of both jurors and wit vided they can succeed in so neutralizing the
nesses, and from the transportation of prison votes of those towns, that one vote majority
ers, was then exhibited in a light, which af is obtained in favour of Alfred, they may
forded to every reading man a distinct vision, then, with a good conscience, let the people o!
of all the evils consequent upon that location ; those towns whistle for their courts.
But this is not all. It will be recollected
and this petition concluded with the prayer,
that all the courts might be established in that the petitions presented at the last ses
Allred. Copies of it were transcribed and sion, prayed that all the judicial Courts,
forwarded to persons in different towns, in might be located in one place by the Legisla
this county, accompanied with the urgent re ture. But these genliemen then insisted with
quest, to have them signed, by the inhabit much zeal that such a procedure on the part
ants of those towns, and forwarded to the of the Legislature would be anti-republican :
next Legislature. They were duly present that it was a question which the people should
ed to this body, and notice on them ordered, be left to settle themselves ; that it was one
returnable at the next session. At the time in which this County alone was interested,
assigned, the authors and prime movers of and that the members from the other counties
this business, hastened to Portland, and were could not judge correctly as to the expedien
extremely assiduous in their exertions to ef cy of a measure, altogether local. And now
fect the «.bject oi their petition. And proba say these same gentlemen, after the people
bly there were not ten in that Legislature, have settled this question the Legislature
who were not perfectly satisfied, that the evils ought to disregard altogether what the peo
pourtrayed by these petitioners, demanded an ple have done, and settle it themselves. What
immediate remedy. But they were almost was anti-republican then, is popular now.
unanimously of an op-inion on another point, Contrary to all expectation, the people have
that the courts bught all to be located in Ken consulted their own interests and not ours.
nebunk. These petitions were duly referred They have been so vigilant as toescape from
to a committees. But these gentlemen of our fangs, and we now wish for legislative
Alfred having ascertained that a strong cur aid in again putting them within our reach
rent was sitting toward Kennebunk, called a add possesion.
meeting of their friends on the evening previ
Let it be further observed, that nne of these
ous to the sitting of that committep, and, uno same gentlemen, who contended with so much
consensu, it was agreed that their petitions virulence against the location of the courts in
should be withdrawn. Thus leaving the one place, and all whose physical and moral
county to a continuation of those evils, under energies are now directed to their establish
which it had long laboured and which those ment in Alfred, but four years since* with al!
gentlemen had before considered so grievous the powers,of reason and entreaty, urged up
to this county. Thus actually imposing up on certain gentlemen of Kennebunk, the im
on the people, all the expense which must de portance of having a petition immediately
volve upon them, by the location of the courts drawn up, and put in circulation, for the re
so far from the centre of'popillation. And moval of the courts from York, and the loca
these -are the gentlemen, who now profess to tion of all of them in Kennebunk ; that the
be so extremely zealous, in promoting the in continuation of the courts in that town was an
terests of the people.
imposition upon the county, and that Kenne
The people, however, were not' satisfied ; bunk
the only proper piuca for their per
and accordingly petitions were presented to manent location. But the people of Kenne
the Legislature at its last session, praying bunk were not so dissatisfied with the then lo
for the location of the courts all in one place. cation as to be disposed to agitate this sub
But these same gentlemen appeared on the ject. And now this same gentleman, who
ground, and these petitions met with a zeal professes such an extreme solicitude, lest the
ous opposition. Every exertion was made community should receive some detriment by
to defeat the wishes of the inhabitants of this the decision of this question, is sparing na
county, and to bind fast upon them the bur pains to convince the people that great and
dens which had heretofore been a subject of remediless evils must inevitably fall upon
such just complaint. But a resolve was pas them, by the location of the courts in this
sed leaving the questipn to (he people. Not place. When he had no other interest in this
withstanding the gentlemen still continued in business, than every other man in the com
their opposition and almost to a man voted munity, Kennebunk was the most eligible and
against a measure, which they had before so the only proper place for holding the courte.
strenuously advocated. Yes, they chose that But, now, when his interests connect him
the people of this county should suffer the most with Alfred, all bis former impressions were
previous burdens fer a season, than that they erroneous, Kennebunk, has no claims, and the
should jeopardize those privileges which they people are solemnly warned against giving
had turned so much to their advantage. But their votes in favour of it.
it was decided by an overwhelming majority,
Although in reply to some observations of
that there should be but one shire-to\vn. Ossipee, we have slightly touched upon the
And yet say these gentlemen, the Legislature subject, we cannot here refrain from remind
ought to have altogether disregarded these ing the community, of the consistent course
petitions.
pursued by these persons, in relation to the
And even now when it has been decided gaol question. Previous to the agitatbn of
by the people by a majority of more than one that subject, they had gotten up and sent forth
thousand, that the courts shall all be located into the county, their petitions for the remov
in one place, these same gentlemen are la al of the courts to Alfred. Having been how
bouring to deceive the people in certain parts ever defeated in their object in this particu
of this county, by holding up to them the lar at this time, it was necessary that some
mest preposterous idea that ever yet entered thing should be done to place them on a more
the head of man,, that notwithstanding this sure footing, so that they might again embark
decided expression of the people in favor of in this same cause, without the fear of a de
the location in one place, the Legislature will feat. Accordingly the old gaol was repre
undertake to say, the courts shall still be sented to be in such a decaying condition that
holden in two places. There is, indeed, in a new one was absolutely necessary, that the
their paper of the fifth inst. a communication, old one could not possibly be repaired so as
which one would suppose to be the produc tof render it a strong hold for prisoners. But
tion of a maniac, in which they attempt to what is the story now. Why, for two or
deny, that there is a particle of truth in this three hundred dollars, these same gentlemen,
sugge iion. But in the very next paragraph unde take to say that they will put it in per
after this denial, it is admitted in plain terms fect repair. Yes, and probably the repairs
that al! we have said on this subject, is true. would be á very fit counterpart for the gaol
‘‘ The people of York, Kittery and Elliot,” itself. In one or two years, these very re
say they, “ have but one interest in the ques pairs, would be so affected by age, and the
tion” Shall all the Courts be holden at Alfred corrosions, of the unmerciful atmosphere of
or
and that is, that they shall be this world, that any further reparation, would
holden al York. It might with just as much be useless ; and the county must then build
propriety, be said, that the'only interest in a new gaol. And a gaol in Alfred will cost
(he Court question, is, that William IL Craw what ? To say the least ten thousand dollars I
ford should be the next President of the Uni The gentlemen say so themselves. And this
ted States. « And any man who verily be enormous tax they endeavoured to impose up
lieves that he ought to be, should give such a on the county, when they knew very well that
vote on the Court question, as to produce there was not the least necessity therefor.
that result. It would seem almost impossi Yes, the people were called upon to build this
ble, that any man would undertake to impose expensive gaol, for no other purpose, than to
upon the credulity of the people, by such a afford to the inhabitants of Alfred, an im
proposition, to say the least not marked with pregnable bulwark against any effect from

the arguments, which might be levelled a.
gainst the location in that place. They
light then have safely renewed their exer.
nous for the removal of the York courts, and
(here could be no doubt that those exertions
vould have been crowned with success. Thus
these gentlemen have endeavoured to burden
the people of the county, with this enormous
xpense merely for the accomplishment of
(heir own views, without any regard to ths
interest of the public.
But further; Notwithstanding so mticli
noney has been expended in the to wn of Al
fred, by the inhabitants of this county, notwithstanding the public buildings in that town,,
have been erected at such an enormous ex
pense, notwithstanding this expenditure has
been attended with so much profit to the peo
ple of Alfred, yet now say some of these pub
lic spirited people, some of these persons,
who arc labouring so zealously in the cause
of the public, if you dare to remove the courts
from that town, the public buildings shall be
immediately surrounded with a fence. We
>wn the land, and if you dare enter on it to
remove them, you do it at your peril. Al
though they cost double and perhaps trelfle ’
their real value, they are still in our posses»1'
sion, and if you get them, it will be by hard
thumping.
Such has been the course pursued by these
managers, and had indeed must be that cause,
which requires the aid of means, which eve
ry good citizen cannot but regard with indig
nation and contempt. Such has been the
fickle and intrigueing policy which has di
rected all their operations in their contest for
the location of the courts in that place. Such
has been the finesse and duplicity resorted to
by them, to entrap the people of the county of
York. And svhat reason have we now to be
lieve, should they vote (o establish all "the
courts in Alfred, that a more honourable sys
tem of conduct will be adopted ? what ground
have we for the belief, that they will then
cease from troubling the people with applica
tions for new, expensive, anti stylish buildings?
But why. when fhese gentlemen have had no
mercy upon the community, but on the con
trary have burdened them again and again,
with grievous and unnecessary taxes, and even at this time are endeavouring to deceive
one quarter of the county, and bargain away
the rights of another, should any of our citi
zens listen to their appeals, against an event,
which the public weal requires should be
brought about, but which may cause a trif
ling injury to their property.
It may farther be observed by way of ob
jection to the location in Alfred, that that
town is remote from the centre1'of business,
and from its local situation must continue to
be so. There does hot appear to beeven the
most distant probability that it can ever be
come a place of extensive trade. We will
not venture to say positively however, since
the gentlemen have succeeded in depriving the
sea-port towns of their regular daily mails,
that it may not some time or other, become a
great commercial town. For, a priori, one
would seem no more strange or incredible
than the other. After what has taken place,
in relation to the mail, so contrary to all rea
son, it certainly would be no cause of surprise
if even our very harbour, by some magical op
eration, or some arithmetical artifice, should
be transplanted from its present bed, into the
limits of the town of Alfred. But admitting
that Alfred should always continue an inland
town, as was just observed it can never be a
place of much business. At present its pop
ulation is small ; its trade limited. It is of
course, no place for a farmer to resort for (he
sale of the productions of bis farm, or for the
manufacturer of boards &c. to dispose of his
lumber. Ail the necessaries of life can be
procured in any of the towns in this county,
and therefore on this account, the inhabitants
are not necessitated to resort there. Almost
the only business of Alfred therefore, may be
embraced in that which is transacted among
themselves, and with the towns lying on the
sea-board. If these observations arc cor
rect, certainly the communication with that
town is nut such, as is essential to the place,
selected for thé establishment of the courts,
records, and public offices. He w often is it,
that the business of the.people of the towns of
Parsonsfield, Limington, Cornish, Newfield;
and Limerick, calls them to Alfred ? or thaï
of the people of Alfred, (excepting at the pre
sent lime) leads them to the interior of the
county ? or how often do the inhabitants of
tl^ose towus, meet with an opportunity of
ti’ansmitting, by private conveyance, or send
ing for, any papers, deeds or other instr«-’
ments, to Alfred I We may safely reply, not
once a week. Whereas all the towns, on the
lower road have a constant daily jeommuniration with each other, and with most of the
towns in the interior. The importance of
such a communication with the place where
the courts are holden, cannot be too forcibly
urged. Otherwise great inconvenience* and
much expense must be incurred by the pe
pie in sending to the public offices, for papers
or information, whenever found necessary.
We deem it unnecessary to say any thing
farther on this head, as no intelligent and ra
tional man will deny that Kennebunk presents
greater faculties for communication, than Ab
KENNEBUNK.
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For the Kennebunk Gazette.
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LATEST FROM ENGLAND.

. b .alctton.

The snip Topaz, Capt. Callender, says the Boston
Gazette of the 12th instant, arrived below last even
I*0 be sold On Wednesday next; August 18, at ïï
I very much regret the ungenerous remarks ing, from Liverpool, and furnishes London papers to York, ss. At a Court ofProbate held at York, witho’clock A. M. about
’
which some of the Scriblers in the Alfred paper the evening of 12th July, which were put on board the
lA ^DsZ SaM ^oun^'> on ¿he ninth day of August,
10,œô mos CÜT BTAILS,
Topaz,
at
sea,
by
C
apt
.
Russell
Glover,
of
the
ship
win, B V make in regard to the inhabitants of Kennebunk
«^onPlatesHron Hoops,
and its vicinity, when speaking on the subject of tally-Ho, who sailed from Liverpool on the irth ^MUHEREAS John Fairfield, administrator of the
several.days after Capt. Callender. We have time on?
estate of Ichabod Fairfield, late of Saco in Nad and Spike Rods, &c. The above were saved
locating the courts at that place. I regret too
said county gentleman, deceased, has this day pre
iy to give a brief summary of their contents.
that
any
of
your
correspondents
should
condescend
h be sold forfire
’ and
are Pof
artia)1
dam
will
the
benefit
theY Dover
ublie.
17 "Mi;!
Tamehamalu, Queen ofthe Sandwich Islands, sented the first account of his administration of said aged, and UU?
to notice such writers. The people of Alfred un died at London on the 8th July, aged 22 years, and estate, together with his private account against said Manufacturing Company.
• J’er®0I?s wanting any of thé above articles, will find
doubtedly were the first aggressors, but their low was interred on the nth. The immediate cause of deceased, for allowance.'
ORDERED, that the said administrator notify all it tor their advantage to attend the sale.
remarks had better pass unnoticed.—Depend on her Majesty s death was,inflamation ofthe lungs.
The Americans who reside in Paris, celebrated the p®r.7hs interested to appear at this court to beholden
abtlants of thisr, hfi
TIMOTHY FROST, Auctioneer.
the good sense and descernment of the indépen
August 13, 1824.
-Fourth of July there, by a public dinner, at which at A lfred on the first Monday of September next, by
dant voters of the County and your cause is safe.
were present the American Minister and Gen. La
The people will consult their own interest, their fayette. The General delivered a short speech on the causing an attested copy of this order, to be published
m the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
voice will be heard, and the second Monday of occasion, in which he stated that he expected to find three weeks successively ; prior to the said first Mon
lth
proli&ij i September will declare an overwhelming majority himseif m a few days on.his passage to America, un- day of September next : that they may then and mHE Commissioned Officers of the fourth Regirevo^litt°n> kberty and indepen- there appear, and shew cause, if any they have, why •
meat, first Brigade, first Division, are request
et «low say some of ¿L for you. It is next to impossible for the courts dence °
ed to meet at Mr. Nath’l. Towle’s Hotel, in Kenne
the said account should riot be allowed.
to be located in the town of Alfred if the people of
n " so T Ot t!'CSC
Parhament had been prorogued, to the 24th Au
bunk, on Wednesday the 25th inst. at one o’clbck P.
. .
_
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
this county are to decide the question.
A true Copy. Attest,
j
gust- His Majesty, in his speech on the occasion,
v^ii^°i
*n ilifitii
1The
ue IGea
g trie
M. with side arms, for the purpose of a drill, and the
idea 01
ofamurD1!1
disturbing
the repose
repose ot
ofthose
those gengennon commissioned officers and music of the several
GEO. TH A CHER, Regf.
tl1 » <iai.
I'e,nflVe»t tiemen who hold the county offices seems to touch stated that he continued to receive from foreign pow
ers the strongest assurances of their disposition to preAugust 13, 1824.
companies, are requested to attend with thqir Muskets
«6 public buildiiigj^ i the feelings of their defendants, and connections in
Sei'r-k -'-r friendly retat>ons with Great Britain.
and instruments.
rrounded \vith a feiK si some
towns of the
The "King
of rortugai
Portugal riaa
had r<
requested of the British
A general and punctual attendance is requested
wuicivwubui
me county.
county. They
i ney talk
taiK about
aoout lossloss“'g or
n(LfyQ» d-u’tentevJ«< es that will be sustained,
\ of
c tpatriotism, and the Government
Pphes of troops.
government su
supplies
troops,. The Courier states
THOMAS W. SHANNON. Col.
j_____
i____ _ and
i claims
■
r.itheir
•
.
that
that not
not aa “British soldier will be sent.”
August i3, 1824. \
Hide it at yoju> peril 11?
P de
Pcndence
of
patrons upon the
PpObe sold at Public Auction, on Wednesday, the
I double aud perliL Jl PeoPle for support, the shares they own in stages,
The Paris F.toHe contains an order for the Court to RRiriJ^T^r91 A'JguJ3tLlnSt-~Tiie remains ot the
. SI?ORE, owned by John U. Parsons, late, they are Stil) in oj
aad
speculations and bargains in houses go into mourning for fifteen days, on account of the
y destroyed by Fire, together with the lot on which
1 get them, it will beh^’ anc^ ^ands‘
vvbich may be powerful argu- death of the Grand Duke of Tuscany.
The
remains of Lord Byron had been brought to “ stood. Being tne best situation for business in Ken
A S the Advertisement in your last Gazette? over th«
l'll! y ments in the minds of some gentlemen, but the
nebunk, and the sale unlimited, persons disposed to
England m a cask of spirits.
signature of Samuel L. Osborn relative to certain
n the Course pursneH H VOiers °f lhe county bave no intere3ti» these specobtain a valuable establishment at a low rate, will find events that occurred at the late fire—may have gener
.
.
,
LONDON, JULY 8.
bad indeed must U n , ' ulating 8cheme3’ Their intere3t «3 a different one,
atfe.nd~Sale to commence at ated impressions unfavourable to the character of my
Accounts have heen received from Greece, by let ?
self, and it may be derogatory to that of the people of
tii»*
S
I am really surprised that gentlemen take such an ters from Trieste, dated June 26, which confirm what 10 0 clock A. M. Conditions liberal.
this village, generally—and as it seems to have been
c-innot hnt CanS|active part in tbis business. The offices of the we here stated of the defeat of Dervisch Pacha, the
v
i l TIMOTHY FROST, Auctioneer.
particularly pointed at me,I feel myself warranted, and
Kennebunk, Aug. 13, 1824.
Turkish
Commander-in-Chief.
It
appears
from
the
iteniDt
Si
W
county were made to accommodate the people and
ewm compelled to intrude myself upon the public —by
P .
uch has
not for the especial accommodation of those who Trieste letters that this General, who is one of the
riEtFlRSUBANCE. ottering a few remarks on the same, which I do with
-,'ueing policy which lij' hold them. One would suppose that modesty if best in the Turkish army, had proceeded, with much
great reluctance m vindication of myself and others'
expedition, towards the passes of the Thermoplym,
opeiations in their colter nothing else would point out a different course,
which he made an effort to force. The Turkish rpHE President and Directors of the Mâchants’ whose character havebeen implicated, ¿struth willever
he courts in that place,
We are all selfish creatures, but some men seem troops fought with more courage than usual, and for
•i,- !rSUlAN^ C.OMPANY’in Boston, inform the support itself, I shall merely presentaproper statement
icsse and duplicity resot.,,' ,0 be more so than others. Why are not those some time the issue of the contest seemed doubtful. In pubhc that their Capital Stock is Three hundred Thou- of facts—and submit it to the public, conscious that
'ap the people of the
(be Com
com,'1 °ffi
o®ce
06 holders willing for the people to decide where the end, however, the patriotic defence ofthe Greeks sand Dollars, is all paid m. and invested according to every unprejudiced and impartial mind will view the
hatt- VCilSOH
reason ll^Vv
have we nuw "' thev
ihey esn
can be best «ccommodiited
accommodated; sod
and where their prevailed, and the Pacha was compelled, with some Jaw—-that they continue to make Insurance against whole matter m its just light ; and from the premises
draw such conclusions as truth and justice demand
bey vote (o establish m °ffice3 shall be holden ? Are they not servants to Joss, to make a retreat to Larissa, where he was to Fire, as expressed m their policies, for SUIÎ1S no£ ex.
After all apprehensions from the ravages of the fire
wait for reinforcements from Romelia.
ceedtng thirty thousand dollars on a risk.
that aa more
rnn»-n hoiwwalil'
... uUthe
public ? or do they suppose the public must
I,I. that
1
P^lic
The same letters state that the corps of Constantine
Proposals for Insurance may be made verbally, or had subsided, and an evident indication of rain was
servants
to ’be
will be adopted? whatr- be se
’’vo"tl! to *them
k— 3? Kennebunk
—k""’’ ought‘ **-* the Bozzans, and the troops ofthe Pacha of Scutari, had in writing. No particular form is necessary tobe ob manifest, my goods being , much exposed, it was
LvL.e town of the county, there are better reasons met, and that an engagement had taken place, which served, but the applicant should give such a descrip- deemed advisable as soon as practicable, to remove
>e belief, that they
j'< for it than there are that Portland should be the must have terminated favorably for the Greeks as ion ofthe premises to be insured, and such informa them to some place of security and shelter from the
bling the people witliJf'
jHshire town of Cumberland County. People of Constantine remained in possession of the field, and tion as may be necessary to enable the Company to threatening storm ; But as most of the buildings in
the 1 ufks had fallen back io or 20 leagues in all di make a just computation of the risk.
town were occupied, it was a question of some diffi
j.ithe interior
and back
towns
' theSC
MLsiness
on vne
sea ooa
. of the county have rections.
. The circumstances that most generally affect the culty, where they could be deposited. It was sug
‘
s on the sea board, especially to Kennegested by several that the store recently occupied by
risk,
are
the
size
and
height
ofthe
building;
the
on.fnum y, '-'(on tlliAifbunk, Kennebunk-Port,
DiUrietora anri
'
’ ~ t. Saco,
Saco, Biddeford
and
number of nres kept therein ; the materials of which Mr. Osborn would afford a convenient accommoda
eue
iem again andWells, the communication between these towns'is
the walls ofthe buildings are composed ; the materials tion. Accordingly a young man who lives with Mr.
n ’»Gnecessary taxes, ¡¿(1Vcry easy and very frequent. The towns in the
ot which the roof is „composed ; l:ow occupied ; Kimball (the owner of the store) was sent to Mr. Os?
FOR PRESIDENT,
ate endeavouringlosouth western.part of the county certainly c?n
whether connected with other buildings, or separate born to request permission of him to deposit the
Hon.
the county, and barg8ij®jdconim.unicate with Kennebunk with more ease than
what other budines are in the vicinity, so near as to goods there until! some other place could be procur
VICE PRESIDENT,
increase the risk, and what the facility with which ed, and received for answer, that he should not de
anther, shoind any tifwith Alfred. Sanford, Lebanon, and Shapleigh
engines,
ladders and .water may be obtained in case of liver the keys to any one, for no goods could be there
heir appeals, against an have also very easy and frequent communication
Hon.
stored. Nothing was said at this time about bringing
die weal requires sW'ifiwith Kennebunk, especially Sanford. Where you
Some of these facts may be best communicated by the goods to his house. Immediately after this re
ELECTORS AT LARGE FOR MAINE.
but which uiay causei;.''vou‘d see 0[le man from either of those towns at
a plan., which may be easily sketched from memory, fusal. Mr. Kimball’s son went to Mr. Osborn and
heir property.
kAlfred on business or to market, you would see
Hon. THOiMaS FILLE BROWN,
by any person acquainted with the premises, with made a similar request, and received about the same
sufficient accuracy to give an idea of the relative size answer, but not a word was uttered relative to the
er be observed by wayuj/P7.6 from eitber of the same towns at Kennebunk
Hon. JAMES CAMPBELL.
offering of his house Young Mr. Kimball then came
situation and connexion of the buildings.
location in Alfred, ttofF1 ’mer«c^ *s a place of considerable trade and busi_ W here Insurance is wanted on several buildings, it to me, informed me that Mr. Osborn still persisted in
5 from tile centre!ibwTss,'r Tt is ihe 8rand centre between the Ossirefusing to give up the keys, and urged me to go. I
representative to congress.
18 necessary to state how much is wanted on each.
cal situation mus^oslM^eS’ fr°m whei*ce much lumber and nearly all our
The Company insure any sum on a building, or told him it appeared quite unnecessary, and that there
does not appear totem!tT7 P'“?“''“ re“”«d-. Noon, on U» se.
property not exceeding the full value of the destruc was no probability that I should meet with any bett«r
■obalrility that it can m fcv0"? "J th'"k of/“"E >» AlfredUo pnrtable interest at hazard. They prefer however, to in success ; But knowing that h had removed to his
new store, and consequently could have no need of
STATE NOMINATION.
sure something less than the full value.
1 mase bread st uft, or indeed much of any thing else
>f extensm trade. «■ ■,US! it be a few boards or hoop poles. To what
Insurance may be made on any kind of property Mr. Kimball’s, and as the owner had bid me put my
FOR GOVERNOR,
' say positively ho wot, Si,¿Jace ¿0 the people between the Ossipees go to
for account of the owner, and the policy assigned to goods there, influenced by the solicitations of my
Hon.
any other person as collateral security with the Com friends, I consented to go, and in company with
iavc succeeded in depridu^pispose of their lumber and provisions ? certainly
senatorial candidates.
pany s consent, or the loss may be made payable to Mrs. Kimball did go to Mr. Osborn, and asked him
of their regular, daily IBijot to Alfred.—The enterprising farmers in that
if he would permit me to put my goods into the store
any other person, when the policy is made.
Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, Berwick.
: some time or other, ta^uarter of the county, generally find a market for
■ Contingent interests may be insured, being describ from which he had removed He said he could not,
Col. JOHN SPRING, Saco.
dal town. For, a jriori,vtheir produce through Limerick to Kennebunk
ed as such ; as property mortgaged, or on which ad for he had there articles which would be exposed to
o more strange or irtrfnd other towns on the sea board.
JOHN U. PARSONS, Esq. Parsonsfidd. vances have been made, or responsibilities incurred.— the depredations of the boys while I was putting in
Furniture and Household Goods, as well as Buildings mine ; and he further stated that he had no inventory
. After what has takenplal Those who vote for Alfred will be making a
ano Merchandize, may be insured. The Premium is of them. To obviate this objection, I told him that
ELECTOR OF PRESTDENT.
he mail, so contrary to
attempt to make that town what nature
paid m cash, on receipt ofthe policy. The Loss is I should be there and would see that special care was
y would be nocau9eofsi!ip7 everde3‘gned it to be. Let our county courts
taken of his goods. He again said that he could not.
Col. NATHANIEL HOBBS, of Berwick. paid in cash, in thirty days after proof.
y harbour, by some inag!is^nd rccords once be located at Kennebunk and a
The proof required is such as shall be reasonable, I then observed to him, that as he had a sto; e of his
own, and had removed the principal part of his goods
me arithmetical artifice,)!<fr>1Iar^ majority of the people that have business
according
to
the
nature
and
circumstances
of
the
case
;
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
there—he could have no great necessity for the con
d from its present bcd,Mtth.eo®c,esorlat Court’ W1U be better accommoWe have received several Nominations tor Senators, and if the parties cannot agree as to what is reasonable tinued occupation of this, and supposing it was to be
'proof, it is to be submitted to reference, or determined
>wn of Alfred. But
ed lf tncf bave any accommodations at all. all of which shall b£ attended to in our next.
rented, I was willing to hire it. ' He said such was
by law,, as the person insured shall prefer.
Several Communications, are in type but want of
tii
mwjT
Alfred
ould
alwaysn contmueax
i F ncre 18fno iear
wflI °f its being worse than atfor
In Erre Insurance the Company pay all losses, how not the fact, and that he intended to retain it longer.
room compells us to omit them till next week.
ever small, and they pay the whole loss, provided it Very well said I, all I desire is to put my goods there
ust observed it can *<The inhabitants of Buxton and Hollis have no
do not exceed the sum insured, whether the prop for the present ; It is not probable that I shall re
business. A presen 1 M|Sat Alfred, except what the courts and records
A CARD.
commence business for several days, and repeated the
erty be fully insured or not.
Jotham Perkin’S, tenders his grateful thanks to
II ; its trade hmite >
Jrcasion, but they have a great deal of business at
The expense of Insurance on the safest class of declaration that I would take care of his goods, would
the inhabitants of Kennebunk, the Firewards, &c. for brick buildings in Boston, is 55 cents to insure Sxoo give the keys to him, and remove my goods v-hen he
?c tor a farmer to resoii b i acO} where tjley
a raarket for tfre greatest
their spirited exertions in saving his house and other
requested it. He said that he could not and would
ductions of his farm,Wi"fi’iortion of their lumber and provisions, and from property from fire on Tuesday morning the 3d instant. fora year, 8» 50per annum to insure 1000.
On the safest class of wooden bnildings, such as not suffer any goods to be deposited there, and would
of boards &C. to dispose Whence they hare easy access to Kennebunk, not
not
relinquish the keys, he also said that he bad been
Dwelling Houses standing alone, occupied by one
the necessaries of lifep
-----------: : in Jthe A
i day passes
nor:---------scarce an ’hour
day that
family and not liable to be burned by another build disturbed or waked up once or twice before, and
wanted to get some rest. I then bid him good morn
iy of the towns in this COMlh- fpy
of sending,
~ do not ’have opportunities
.<
o* I am
ing, the premium is halfper cent per annum
on this account, the into»r JT
By to discommode the county officers by comPOUT OF KEN'd^EBUN'K.
On the class of brick buildings above mentioned, it ing, and told him I would seek a shelter somewhere
itated to resort there, wibng them to remove immediately to Kennebunk,
requires the premiums of Four Hundred years to pay else. During all this conversation not a word was
a
loss.
On the class of wooden buildings, it requires said to me about bringing my goods to his house for
CLEARED.
ess of Alfred therefore»»jl t the people of the county will consult their
the premiums of Two Hundred years, and this is on storage. As I left the house, I met with Major Frost,
August 6—Brig Boston Packet, Patterson, Hayti.
that which is transacteda®f1 n \B^rest ’n ^is case and not the interest
the
suppositon
that there will be no partial losses dur who very kindly offered me his store, and the two
7—Brig Superior, Bettis, Berbice.
1 individuals. Sorry did I say, no, I am not
nd
with
ing the time ; but a considerable portion of the pre teams that were loaded were immediately sent there.
nd
wiui the
me towns
town» lying'®f
v*“»
Pr_ ,
ENTERED.
f these observations art
tilere are no men in the county I would
When Mr. Osborn’s father found that the refusal of
miums
will
be
required
to pay partial losses.
August io—Brig Leo, Morrell, Martinique, with
his son had produced much excitement and indigna
♦I
n mmiinifation«ill>^1!,aer put lnl° t^ose offices than the gentlemen
It appears client therefore that the premiums de
tion among the people he likewise went to him, and
/ ie -° r nntial to tbtM 10 ftOW
l^ern and W^° 1 trU8t
l°ng re‘1 Molasses to Eliphaiett Perkins. Left, at St. Pierre, manded on these risks are very moderate.
July 20, brigs Hannah, Towbridge, from New Ha
ch, as IS ess
,{! n the confidence of their fellow citizens if they
For.risks ofa more hazardous nature, the premi after the principal part of my goods were stored, he
ven, for do. in 25 days ; Romp, Lark, from Wil
ie estabhshmt«
»( not forfeit it by too much noise in this business. mington, N. C. fordo, in 5 days; Decatur, Gorham, um is increased in proportion to the augmentation of came back to me and said that his son’s house, barn
and store adjoining the house were at my service, and
Hlblic ofllCCS.
CffL
rvants ofthe people should not aspire to be dic- of Boston, to sail in 6 days; Eastern Star, Houdiette, the hazard.
that there I could store my goods. I acknowledged
The conditions on which this Company insure, are
CSS of the people o
: ors.
might often save ourselves much trou- from Bath, for St. Thomas, in 2 days ; Schrs. Por
the
obligation, and told him that as most of my goods
believed’lo be as favorable and convenient to the as
Limiugton, Cornish,^« qif
....
* h we always ---------knew when
we were well used. trait, Theobald, of Bath ; Washington, Ryder, from sured, as they can be made, consistently with a due .were deposited at Major Frost’s, I thought it best to
Boston, for do. in 6 days; Amphibious, Barker, fr.
send the remainder there.
, calls diem to Alfred. <( word to the wise is sufficient.
regard to the interests and security of the Institution.
There can be no question I think, but that Mr. Os
>f Alfred, (excepting atWHThe mflst flattering accounts continue to be Newbern, N. C. to sail same day ; May Flower,
The Company continue to make Insurance on Ma j
!s tbem to the intend :eived from the inferior of the County. On this Stanward, from Newburyport, to sail in 20 days ; rine Risks as heretofore, for sums not exceeding Thir borne’s father knew that I was putting my goods into
Olive Branch Finny, from Plymouth ; Albion, RobMajor Frost’s store, when he went over to his son’s
often do the inbaW’ ttstion the people are awake to their interest, bertsen, from Plymouth ; Union, Harvey, fr. Salem, ty Thousand Dollars on a risk.
house, for there was a load there at the time.
)W oliendo
Per order,
MOSES L. HALE, Sec'y.
of Ken- for do. in 10 days; Two Sons, Stevens,fr. Portland;
Before closing my ebservations, I would wish to
meet with an epp"» , I in, all parts- of
- the county the friends
--------------THE
Subscriber
having
been
appointed
Nancy,
March,
of
and
for
Washington,
N.
C.
via.
have
it distinctly understood, that this statement is
bv private conveyance,orMmix increase daily. L<
*
Let the people be corTurks Island, to sail 23d July.
Agent of the Merchants Insurance Company for the not made with any design of injuring the feelings or
v/nni’S deeds or other W Jy informed, and depend1 g
„„v voice
,ulvv ux
on.. ..
it the
of the
Spoke, lat. 39, 40, Ion. 69, 50 W. sch. Holly, of purpose of making Insurance against Fire, will receive ’character of Mt. Osborn. I have no enmity toward
i ? VVp mav safely reply» > Pie will be leud and strong for Kennebunk.
Newburyport, for St. Domingo, 4 days out.
' proposals from those in Kennebunk and the neigbour- him, I cherish none, I wish him well, and I do ex»
BIDDEFORD.
ing towns, who may wish to insure property.
tremely regret that necessity has compelled me to
MEMORANDA.
BENJAMÍN SMITH.
trespass thus far upon the public. The affair in itself
The George, Lewis, of Kennebunk, from Havana,
is but a trifling consideration. He was repeatedly
Kennebunk, Aug, 13, 1824.
via. Bostoq, (left latter, May 17,) ar. off Dover, June
advised by his friends not to publish his communica
21.
tion, I myself admonished him of the consequences,
interior. with
ine,
. MO TICE.
Ar. at Baltimore, Aug. 2, Brig Eyder, Tripp, of
mnication
{1 ÜATUïlJLÎY, AUGUST 14, 1824.
this port, Hamburg, 60.
1
HE Academical SCHOOL under the superinten and told him it would be necessary to correct it ; and
dence of I. W. Bourne,'will be continued anoth that the whole of the offence would fall upon his own
holdcn, cannot
Je
Left,
at
Maraguez
;
July
jq., brig Beaver, Bourne,
fife have seen the observations in the Columbian
head.
for Kennebunk, in io days.
J
er quarter, which will commence on Monday the 24th
great ’BC0
ncjinv
,’?
.rwise „
'jViTflie {
over
ver.^e
the signature of “
“ Alfred” addressed to the
As it respects the services rendered by Mr. Os
—Persons desirous of attending will please to
Left, at Jacmel, brig Byron, of Kennebunk, just ar. instant.
1
. must be incurred by
)p!e of Kennebunk”- We consider them too conborn at the fire, I did not know that they had been
make
application previous to that time.
Spoke,
July
39,
lat.
30,
Ion.
63,
brig
Florida,
Dur1
In thp Dilbiic offices, f«rP Prie to merit, either the notice of the People of
called in question. It is by the request of my friends
Kennebunk, August 14th, 1824.
'
hJnpver found
or the editor of the Kennebunk Gazette— rell, 16 days from Kennebunk.
that I publish this reply to Mr. O- and I do sincerely
in. when
gnj^ ^eretore leave them without comment to the use
hope that this will be the termination of the whole
REMOVAL.
innecessary ™ J f J|i Fe Ifltr,
Ruein2 and unorinHn'ed
intngueing
unprincipled author.
author, sc
as enrh
such I
matter. To engage in any controversy of this nature
& c?o.
fiiious abuse, is no more than we have a right to
is verv repugnant to my inclination, and nothing but
; head, as
t
ct from the known infamy which has ever charac- TT AS taken the front part of Col. Enoch Hardy’s tt-"■'AVE.
the Store recently occupied by C. imperious necessity would compel me to continue it,
I d.’nv that Kennebunk
«•uromuie
-fl-Jfi- Store.
J?! " W. taken
Williams.
?
es for co5TBn"n’('ai'i1, < . diewniir:gsoftheof thatpaptr.
OWEN BURNHAM.
August 13, 1824.
Kennebunk, Aug. 13, 1824.
Kennebunk, August 14, 1824.
*■
'
1
¡'? 1

PROBATE NOTICE.

Mr. Remich,

theI

°tthe

Notice.

Public Auction.

Correction, Corrected

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.

JOHN C. CALHOUN.

Hon. WILLIAM BURLEIGH.

ALBION K. PARRIS.

SHIP BÏEWS.

ISMmiOL

T

OFFEN BURNHAM,

G.

Administrator’s Sale.

Notice.

UrZ Capl.Towler and crew lost
all their effects. 1 he British sJis. hjd aP mHEsubKiiberLsreZ^dhB Office to
Q»
nrehended two fishermen at
;
t —By, publishing
theJollying in your\\fW'iO
purc
)ased sonic
things
belongingJ
‘ . .1
. ..... |thinsrs
ociooecing
liau uutuna-vv'a - ------<-<
Mr. Remich.
.
lloblise.
Sto the Martha Jane)
T„^\9and
riil thev
Gazette,you will
oblige,
CoilRESPONDENT.
they bad
had been dede
August, 651824_______ _
livered up to the Governor of 1 nuidad.
EVE^I^G.
I LOVE to view, departing day,
When feather’d songsters carol loud ;
In green retreats on every spray,
They hymn their evening praise to God.
’Tis sweet to view, the twilight’s shade,
When gentlest zephyr’s fan the light ,
To rove some lovely sloping glade,
Till darkning shadows cloud the sight.
I love to view, the moonlight’s beam,
Dance on the bosom of the wave ;
Or light the cheerful village green,
Or sadly gild the quiet grave.

’Tis sweet to view the beautious scene*
At that still pause, that silent hour ;
When evening air, light and serene,
Wafts to our ears soft music s power.

1 love to view, a flowing stream,
Of sparkling waters swift and dear;
Silver’d by “ Luw’' "efstie beam,
In
‘ts courses steer.
'^TiTsweet to view, the cascade pour,
Its foaming waters down the height ;
Or hear its roar, at that still hour,
When darkness wraps the world m nrght.

DETROIT, JULY 16.
LKDTAX REPORT.
By Lite arrivals from Mackinac and Lie
Saul de St?. Maria, a report has been emu
lated, that 27 Clerks and Engager of he
American Fur Company have beeri killed
by the Sioux Indians, near For? William
Whether this news is true ; or merely one ol
lhe “ Upper Missouri” storied so systemat
ically published every week at St. Louis, a
few days will probably enable us to deter-

Boats calculated to pass through the lakes
St. Clair and Erie, ami the New-York Lanal, are now building, near the loot o{ k<ake
Huron, for lhe purpose of
^‘Sucs
of produce to the city of New-York .
JSEVV-YOEK, JULY 31.

the new

_____ _

Oxenjor Sale.
w-^OR sale by the subscriber a yoke of five years old
L1
Oxen, which have never been injured by bad usagei-any person wishing to purchase a yoke of good
cattle will please call on the subserfoer^
Kennebunk, August 6, 1^24’

_____

poní

•

T>Y virtue of a Licence from the Judge of Pro^te,
for the County of York, to sell so much1 of the
real estate of Jeremiah Hill, Esq. late of Biddefoid
deceased, as will raise the sum of eight hundred and
sixty five dollars, and also by another icense from the
said Judge to sell so much of the real estate of Mark ;
L. Hili, of said Biddeford deceased, as will raise the
sum of twenty-one hundred and fifty Dollars.
;
The following teal estate wifi be sold at Public
Vendue on Saturday the 4th day of September next, ,
at one of the dock afternoon, at the house of Rufus ,
Banks Innholder in Saco, viz.
!
About 150 Acres of Land, at a place called Winter
Harbour, adjoining lands of William Benson, andothers in Biddeford in lots to suit purchasers.
A field or lot of land, bounded on a Jane and ùn
lands of Jere. Hill and others, marked out on a £lan

____

Co minis sioners’ Notice.

S'tiing.as

'

ja.fr« gifttothe C

in house lots.
„
,
.
.
Two wharf lots, with the flatts and Pr>vi!cdge.
A lot of land about 52 acres, part of the Iyfi2
^OtA house lot and orchard adjoining lands of the heirs

E the subscribers being appointed by the of John Pike and others.
Half a lot of land in Biddeford and Arundel, which
Hon. Jonas Clark, Esq. Judge of Probate for
the County of York, Commissioners to receive said
and Jere. Hill ar.d Mark L. Hill bought of Samuel
examine tJe claims of the creditors to the estate of
Also, so much of the other half as lies in the towsi
JOHX HILL,

W

late of Hollis, in said county Yeoman, deceased, rep
resented insolvent, and six months from the twelfth
day of July instant being allowed for the c.redlt°r|t0
bring in and prove their claims, hereby give notice,
that^-ve shall attend for that purpose at the house of
George Dennet, in Hollis, on thwhrst Saturday of Sep
tember and November, and on the twelfth day of Jan-

°f Also^pait of the Tyng lot so called, lying in thè

town of Biddeford and adjoining the lands before men.
tioned bought of S, Parkman.
HaP a house and about one quarter of an acre of
land, where Samuel Tarbox now lives.
Also, all the lands in the town of Arundel and ken.
nebunk-Port, belonging to the heirs of said Jeremiah
Hill deceased, lying in common with the other

NORTH ABOUT.
Several gentlemen have arrived m town
(his week from New-Orleans, Mobile, and nary „ext, from twn
Blakely, by the way of Pittsburgh and Lake
GEORGE DENNET.
laiAli the above lands will be sold in lots to suit pur- .
Erie. Those from the first mentioned places
I love to view these scenes of peace,
TWZf/, July 20, 1824.
ascended
the, Mississippi; and those from
By God to man in mercy given ;
Conditions will be made known at the time and
They bid his woes and sorrows cease,
Alabama travelled by land to Nashville.
C.
JUST PUBLISHED,
place of sale, where a more particular description and
And calmly lift his thoughts to Heaven.
Tennessee: thence descended the Ujimherplan of the lands will be exhibited.
,
THE
|
river, and proceeded up the Ohio to
1
f Admirastrabors on
MAXt ARgiCZiES._____I land
IPittsburgh
BOOK ’•
by steamboats. From the latter COIUMAN
I the Estate of Jere! rfriah HUI, Esq. deLoss of ship Edtvard JCewton.
hI place they passed in stages to Detroit, where ON A NEW, EASY, AND ENTERTAINING PLAN.
SAMUEL PEIRSON, \ ceasednvith the Will
embarked in the elegant steam boat Su
By S. W. COLE.
The. owners of this valuable ship have re- they
,
JONATHAN KI JIG. [annexed, and AdCapt. Bunker for Buffalo ; thence by Extract of a Letter from Rev. Dr. Payson, of
ceivetl a letter from Capt. Bbktody, la e perior,
,
I ministrators on the
commander, dated St. Philip de Benguela the Erie Canal to Albany, and down the
I Estate of Mark. L.
Portland, to the Author.
Hudson
to
this
city.
They
mention
the
in

(
Hill deceased.
“ I have examined the Columbian Spelling
(Coast of Africa) 12th March, «24, gtung
Biddqford, July 30, 1824the particulars of her loss by fire and the sot- teresting fact, that one third of the passen Book, with some attention, and am much pleased
gers
in
the
steam
boat
Superior
were
from
with it. It appears to be well adapted to fecihferiLs experienced by himself, passengers,
and crew, in reaching land. On the 20th ?he Gulf of Mexico, preferring this new route tate the task of the instructor, and rhe progress of
Real Éstate at Auction,
Feb. in lat. 29, S. at 5 o’clock, F. M- smoke from the South to the North, as being the the pupil. I think it deserves, and doubt not that
was observed issuing from beneath the cabin cheapest, the most comfortable, and by tar it will obtain, admission into our schools.”
O be sold at Public Auction by license from
deck, through the apertures of the run scut the most pleasant.
the Supreme Judicial Court, on Monday
From Rev. Thomas Jameson, Preceptor of Ef
the 23d day of August next, at ten o’clock in the
tie, which being instantly removed discoverfingham, (N. IL) Academy.
The four Members of the British Parliaed the ship to be on fire. Every effort o'
« With much pleasure, I have examined the forenoon on the premises, The Dyer farm so calsmother the flames proving ineffectual,bei ment.—These enterprising foreigners, who Columbian Spelling Book. In my opinion led in Hollis, improved by Stephen Mann, con
exertions of the crew were tumen to the pie-■ have crossed the Atlantic to see the auvance- the work is excellent. The matter in general is taining One hundred and thirty acres, with a
servation of the lives of those on board, andI ment of this country in good government and good, and its arrangement is superior to any work Dwelling House and Barn thereon, as by Deed
with great difficulty they embarked m two> prosperity, have commenced their tour by that I have seen of the kind. I think it well a- of Benjamin Dyer, dated March 29,1815. Re
boats, one containing the Captain, Mrs. Nix■ letting out for the Catskill Mountains. dapted to the capacities of children, and would corded, Book 93, Page 33, 34.
ON Tuesday the 24th day of August next, at
on and three children, one an infant, and ven• Thence they propose visiting Albany at the cheerfully recommend it to the patronage of an en
Eleven o’clock, A. M. at the House of Rufus
men ; and the other the officers and three extra session of the Legislature-tbe Spr.ngs lightened public.”
—
Fails
of
Niagara
—
Canada
and
Boston
—
Banks,
Innholder in Saco, A Lot of Land is
men. Scarcely had they embarked, and in
From I. W. Bourne, Preceptor of the Academy Bridgton, in the County of Cumberland, being
fittv minutes after the fire was discovered, the Western and Southern States, and to
in Kennebunk.
part of Lot numbered two, in the fourth Range
before the ship was in one general blaze e- embark Er England before the next session
An attentive and careful examination of the
lì
veff to the roytel mast heads. In these>ats of Parliament. They commence their tour Columbian Spelling Book, its method and containing twenty acres.
of
observations
under
the
best
feelings,
and
—ALSO—with only about 12 gallons of water, 15 lbs. ,
arrangements, authorize me in saying, that in my
2
THUSEPRES- ”
A Tract of Land in Hollis, containing One
discarded the gross libels on our coun
of bread, and a basket of potatoes, they con- having
i
< awe Joseph Storer, Daniel Seivall, Joseph *
opinion, it is as well calculated to facilitate the
tinned lor twenty days, reduced by thirst to a try of foreign writers, they will be prepared progress of youth as any book of the kind with hundred and eighty Acres, as by Deed of George
«Jacob Fisher Esquires, Benjamin Smith, '
Frost, datedOctuber 20, 1802.
X. ¥. Adv.
state bordering on desperation, when they to judge with impartiality.
i (¡Wise,.William Lord, John Hovey, Joseph '
which I am conversant, and as such I cordially
Beihg the property of Almira Cleaves, a Minor,
I ^ George Lord, John Low, Charles W. '
arrived, on the 10th March at the above set
recommend it to the patronage of th? public.
Joseph Buonaparte, and family, arrived in
and sold for her benefit.
»Ivory Lord, Adam M’Culloch and Hugh i
tlement, and were received by the governor
I. W. BOURNE.
Conditions of Bale will be liberal, and a long
1 B)>rchants,a!lofKennebunkintbeCoun- ‘
in the most hospitable manner. I he calami town last evening from Philadelphia.
Kennebunk, July 21, 1824.
t M and State of Maine, are held and stand i
Credit given for approved security.
X.
¥.
Pa.
ty was occasioned by the carelessness of the
The Columbian Spelling Book, is sold,'
' bad unto Henry Smith, Esq. Treasurer *
JONATHAN KING, Guardian.
steward, in using, against the repeated or
wholesale and retail at the Book Stores of James
County, in the sum of TWENT7 THOU- '
Saco, July 21, 1824.
bath, (Maine,) July SO.
’K. Remich, Kennebunk ; Isaac Adams, Wm.
ders of the Captain, a lanthern in the maga
,IDOLURS,tobepaid to the said Henry :
THE SEASON—Is thus far favorable. Hyde, and D. C. Poole, Portland ; Parker Shel
pr^successor in said office for the use of said
zine, which it was supposed communicated
> !• To the which payment, well and truly to be
fire to a quantity of straw used for the stow Notwithstanding much cool weather, we have ,don, Gardiner ; William M. Ladd, Augusta ;
HEREAS Mr. JOSEPH WASHBURN has i i yttad oureelves, our heirs, executors and
age of bottles. The sufferings of the people had heat and rain enough to bring forwarflJ William Hastings, Watterville ; and by J. & R.
• tatots, firmly by these presents. Sealed with
left
my
house
without
any
provocation
I
here-,;
may be readily conceived. The lady pas vegetation quite rapidly. We have had Gardner, Hallowell.
:Matedffie fourteenth day of July in the
by forbid all persons from harbouring or trusting■ him
July, 23, 1824.
senger is the widow of a British officer and scarcely any thing like drought, and lastL
iflkfd th0USaD<1 e'ght huDdled and
on my account, as I shall pay no debts of his contract
a native of Halifax, for whom Mr. Newton, Monday afternoon we had a heavy tempest.
ing.
BENJAMIN WHITTEN.
i S®’flllis0WigationiS
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